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Men Are From
Highest Tenth
Of Their Class

Three Thousand Hear Navy Band In First
Artist Course Series Concert Of Season
Benter Directs
Varied Program
The United States Navy Band,
under the direction of Lieutenant
Charles Benter^ organizer of the
group, opened the second annual
Clemson College Concert Series with
a concert in the Clemson field
house Tuesday night. More than
three thousand attended the initial
program.
Featuring the works of contemporary American composers, the
band played a program of twenty
selections, including encores. This
marks the second appearance of the
organization at Clemson. It was an
outstanding feature of the entertainment last year.
Bidu Sayao, popular Brazilian soprano with the Metropolitan Opera
Company, will appear here in the
second concert of the series November 17.

Fellowships In
Nutrition Are
Campus To Get
Offered Here
New Sidewalks

United States Navy Band

Who's Who Name
Twenty Students

Benter Is Possessor
Of Rare Decoration

Nineteen seniors and one junior,
who have made outstanding scholastic records at Clemson, were this
week notified of their selection to
appear in the 1941 edition of Who's
Who In American Colleges, national yearbook of outstanding collegiate men.
The men to be listed are J. W.
Nims, D. G. O'Dell, P. S. Webster,
J. H. Barton, P. H. Thames, H. L.
Sturgis, H. Strawhorn, W. C. Kinder, J. R. Sosnowski, L. W. Coker,
P. S. Barnes, O. B. Cannon, B. S.
Woodhurst, C. E. Hammond, Gordon E. WiUiams, B. K Woodruff,
W. M. Hobson, J. L. Thompson, and
James H. Dixon. Walker W. Gardiner was the only junior named.

USC Delegation
At Vespers Here
On Sunday afternoon, October 19,
a delegation from the university of
South Carolina had charge of the
Vespers program in the Y at 1:30
and again at 6 o'clock. More than
800 students attended these services as well as a large number of
visitors and campus.
On Sunday, October 26, Mr.
Claude Nelson was speaker at the
YMCA Vesper services. Monday
night Mr. Nelson and members of
the Clemson YMCA Cabinet were
entertained at supper by Mr. and
Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff in their
home.

Among other decorations,
Lieutenant Charles Benter, organizer and leader of the United
States Navy Band, wears the
rare Order of St, George, presented to him by the government of Jugoslavia.
Only seven of these medals
are in the United States.
"And they'll get rarer," said
the Lieutenant. "Hitler isn't
giving any out just now."

Eight RAF Pilots
Guests Of Senior
Class At Concert
Eight Royal Air Force fledgelings were guests of the senior
class at the Initial performance
of the Clemson concert series
Tuesday night.
The pilots-to-be are in training
at Macon, Georgia and are part
of the large number of British
boys being trained in this country
for service in the Royal Air Force
of England. The eight boys were
in Anderson as guests of the Anderson Chamber of Commerce when
they were asked over to hear the
Navy Band.
The young Britians thoroughly
enjoyed the concert, from all indications. They were well received by the audience when they
were introduced by Mr. Jules Brazil,
commentator with the Navy Band.
A large number of people from
the audience kept the fledgelings
busy during the intermission by
firing questions at them and asking for autographs.

Construction of several badlyneeded side walks on the campus
will begin sometime next week, D.
J. Watson, superintendent of buildings and grounds, said last night.
Labor for the construction will be
furnished by the National Youth
Administration, Watson said. Boys
between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-five that have already finished or stopped school will be
assigned to the project.
Proposed plans for construction
include widening of the walk from
the barracks to the Post Office,
widening the walk from the quadrangle in front of second barrack
to the street, and construction of
,a new walk to the laundry.

Alumni Dinner
In Washington

Former Cadet In
McDonald Named To Navy Plane Crash
Hoover F. Bell, former Clemson
National Arbitors

The American Arbitration Association, through its president, Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, today
officially announced that Frederick
H. McDonald, nationally known
consulting industrial engineer of
Charleston, South Carolina, had
been honored by appointment to
the National Panel of Arbitrators
of the Arbitration Association.
Mr. McDonald, a graduate of
Clemson College and the University
of Pittsburgh, is a member and past
national director of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. A specialist in the field of engineering, he
is also an active member of the
American Institute of Consulting
Engineers.
In order to expedite the immediate settlement of any commercial or industrial disputes which
might delay fulfillment of National
Defense contracts and thereby hinder National Defense, the American
Arbitration Association is adding to
their National Panel of Arbitrators
throughout the country.
The Arbitration Association, a
non-profit organization with offices
in thirty one of the key cities has
at present over eight thousand
leading citizens in more than sixteen hundred cities who are available to act as arbitrators in commercial and industrial disputes.
The national offices are located at
Rockefeller Center, New York City.

Cadet, received a compound fracture of the right arm and "profound shock" when the naval training plane in which he was flying
with Instructor Ensign J. C. Davis
overturned at the naval air station
in Jacksonville, Fla. last Thursday.
Bell's condition was reported serious.
Station officials said the plane
overturned when brakes were applied suddenly to avoid striking another craft on the landing field. The
plane, a Curtis training monoplane,
was badly damaged.
Bell, 20, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oree J. Bell of Wampee. He
was commissioned as an ensign in
the naval reserve seme time ago
but resigned the commission to go
into training as a pilot.

Dunlap On Leave;
Thomson Replaces
Mr. G. H. Dunlap of the carding
and spinning department of the
textile school is now on leave from
Clemson for the purpose of conducting research for the Southern
Textile Association, sponsored by
the Textile Foundation.
During his absence this vacancy
is being filled by Mr. Dan P.
Thomson, Jr., who has taught at
Parker High School in, Greenville
for the past ten years. Mr. Thomson completed the textile industrial
education course here in 1927.

The Clemson Alumni in Washington have arranged a luncheon at
12:30 p. m. at the National Press
Club, corner of 14th and F Streets,
thirteenth floor, on Friday, October
31, for all Clemson men who are
in Washington on that date. Head
Coach Howard and other officials
of the college, together with the
members of the crack Senior drill
platoon of the college, will be guests
at this luncheon.
The Congressional delegation from
South Carolina and other prominent
South Carolinians will also be guests
at this luncheon.
If you are in Washington for the
game with George Washington University that night, make your arrangements to be at this lunchecn
L. P. Slattery, 3600 Idaho Avenue,
N. W., is president of the Washington Chapter and should be notified
of your intention to attend the
luncheon.

Effective November 1, 1941, Swift
& Company will make available a
limited number of fellowships to
universities and medical schools,
for research in nutrition.
To be eligible for grants, projects
shoud be amied at one of the following objectives:
1. The development of fundamental information on the nutritive properitse of foods.
2. The application of this fundamental information on the nutritive properties of foods to the improvement of the American diet
and health.
Swift & Company is naturally
interested in nutrition research on
meat and meat products, but
grants will not be strictly limited
to work in these fields. Any worthwhile study on the nutritive properties of foods or the improvement of diets will be eligible for a
grant.
Each fellowship will be operative
for one year, unless renewed, and
will be granted in an amount to be
determined b ythe scope of the project.

Full Year Quota
Taken This Time

Members of the 1942 Phi Kappa Phi
honor scholastic fraternity here are
shown at their induction Monday night.
Front row. W. C. Kinder, E. A. LaRoche, R. E. Gettys, R. E. Gleason, F.
G. Cash, and L. G. Hammond. Second
row: J. J. Casserly, T. E. Garrison, W.
J. Loughlin, A. J. Boggs, H. L Sturgis,

Two Make Honor
Freshman Frat
Laconla H. Hence, president of
Phi Eta Sigma, today announced
that two members had been accepted into the honorary fraternity.
They are Aubrey Gantt, premedical student from Pelion; and Roger
Rawson, mechanical engineer from
Cincinnati, Ohio. Membership is
based on a grade point ratio of
7.5 or above for the student's
freshman year of college work.
Professor B. E. Goodale of the
Dairy department has invited tne
fraternity to an informal ice cream
social which will be held at the
Dairy building on November 7.
Faculty members who have been
invited include: Dr. D. C. Sheldon,
faculty advisor of Phi Eta Sigma,
and President R. F. Poole.
Newly elected officers are: Lacorda H. Hence, president; Henry
M. Simons, vice-president; Jared
L. Johnson, secretary; and .frank
W. Leitner, treasurer and historian. Retiring officers are; W. W.
Gardiner, president; E. D. Roberts,
vice-president; G L. Stanton secretary; and F. C. Hobson, treasurer.

Physics Department Opens
Library For Physics Study
Dr. Hugh Brown, head of the
physics department, today announced the opening of the physics
department library on the first floor
of the physics building.
The Clemson Library has placed
its books on Physics, Astronomy,
and Philosophy in the' departmental library, where they may be read
and drawn out under the regular
library rules. A professor will be
available at all times for conference.
Open hours for the library will
be 9:00 to 12:00 a. m., 2:00 to 5:45
p. m., and 7:00 to 10:00 p. m., every

night, Dr. Brown said.
Periodical publications belonging
to professors of the department
which will be in the library are
The American Journal of Physics,
The Scientific Monthly, The Review
of Scientific Instruments, The Magazine of Light, The Physical Review, The Journal of Applied Physics, The Bell Technical Journal,
The Bell Laboratories Record, and
Science Abstracts, concerning physics.
The library room is equipped with
flourescent lights, reading tables
and chairs.

The CDA Announces—

F. H. Thames, F. S. Webster, and L. W.
Coker. Third row: J. W. Nims, E. B.
Brown, H. Strawhorn, J. R. Sosnowski,
J. H. Barton, D. G. Odell, H. H. Holmes,
and J. G. Ferguson. Not shown are F.
S. Barnes, R. L. Bull, J. B. Harris, C.
H. Morgan, and K. Mueller.

Platoon To Drill
Between Halves
Of G. W. Game
The senior platoon will leave
shortly after noon today for
Washington, where they will
stage their fancy drill exhibition
between the halves of the Clemson-George Washington game
tomorrow night.
James H. Barton, business
manager of the platoon, said
last night that the Washington
alumni association had reserved
an entire Washington tourist
camp for the forty cadets while
in the nation's capital. They
are also feting the Clemson platoon at a luncheon and sightseeing tour of the city.

Coker Elected
Prexy Of Company
Commanders Club
Larry Goker, general science senior from Tuberville, was elected
president of the Company Commander Club last night. At the
same meeting, John Higgins, architect senior from Rock Hill, and
Harry Sturgis, textile engineering
senior from Rock Hill, were elected
vice president and secretary respectively.
- .
Coker said that the company
commanders decided that the aim
of the club shall be a closer coordination of the companies and
an effort to improve the general
apparence of each company.

Physics Faculty
To Open House
The Physics faculty in their new
quarters will be "at home" for the
Clemson faculty, cadets and the
community people from 5 to £
o'clock, Wednesday evening, November 5th.
Though the physics faculty will ba
busy moving and installing equipment for the coming year they believe that many will now be interested in seeing the changes and improvements made in remodelling
the old Textile Building for physics class rooms and laboratories
and therefore the opening will be
held at this time.
The top floor of the building,
which is being made into a hospital annex, has not been full completed, and will not be open for inspection at this time.

Twenty-seven honor seniors were
tapped for membership in Phi
Kappa Phi, national hpnor scholarship fraternity, early this week.
Requirements for membership included grade a point ration above
6.5 and scholastic rank In the upper five per cent of the class.
Phi Kappa Phi, which compares
with Phi Beta Kappa in liberal
arts schools, is the highest ranking scholastic society on the campus, and the only one open to upperclassmen of all schools.
Phi
Eta Sigma, honor freshman society, is the only other scholastic
organization on the Clemson cam-'
pus open to men of all schools.
Dr. D. C. Sheldon, professor ol
mathematics at Clemson, was it/
charge of the committee which '
selected the candidates. Announcement of their names was made
Monday night.
Phi Kappa Phi will not tap again
this year, Dr. Sheldon said.
Those chosen were F. S. Barnes,
J. H. Barton, A. J. Boggs, E, B.
Brown, R. L. Bull, F. G. Cash1%JL
J. Casserly, L. W. Coker, J. G. Fer-~"
guson, T. E. Garrison, R. E. Gettys,
R. N. Gleason and L. C. Hammond.
Also J. B. Harris, H. H. Holmes,
W. C. Kinder, E. A. LaRoche, W.
J. Loughlin, C. H. Morgan, J, W.
Nims, D. G. O'Dell, J R. sosnows
H. Strawhorn, H. L. Sturgis, F. H,
Thames, F. S. Webster, and K.
Mueller.

Fellowship Club
Admits Six Men

Eight Men Takei
By Kappa Alphi
Sigma This Week
Three seniors and five juniors
were tapped to membership by
the local chapter of Kappa Alpha"*"
Sigma, national professional agronomy fraternity, Monday night,
it was announced last night.
The seniors who were selected
to become members are J. E. Boulware of Newberry, T. L. Faulkner
of McCormick, and A. A. Dickerson of McDonough, Georgia.
The five juniors who are to become members are J. R. Parker of
Seneca, J. B. Pate of Monroe, N.
C, R. L. Jones of Gaffney, J. R.
Burrows of Dalzell, and H. W.
Webb of Williston.
The initiates were selected on
the basis of scholastic standing,
and they will undergo a week of
informal initiation, H. H. Fellers,
president of the fraternity, said.

The Clemson Fellowship Club, local civic service organization, this
week admitted six well-known campus men to membership.
The newly elected men are Dr.
Lee W. Milford, college physician;
John Wigington, head of the Federal Cotton Research Laboratory;
E. J. Preeman, associate professor
of' mechanical engineering;. E. B.
Therkelson, assistant professor of
electrical engineering; F. T. Tingley, professor of electrical engineering; and Frank H. Clinkscales, loDaniel Speaker At
cal business man.
7
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, of the gePostmasters Meet
ology department, will speak at
Dr. D. W. Daniel was the guest the regular meeting Tuesday night.
speaker at the national convention He will discuss his trip to Central
of the League of District Postmas- America last summer.
ters in Memphis, Tenn., Thursday
evening, October 23.
Milford Lands Fine
He will address the Savannah,
Ga., Rotary Club on Monday, No- Fish At Georgetown
vember 3, and will be the guest
Dr. Lee W. Milford, Clemson Colspeaker at the breakfast opening
the Community Chest campaign in lege surgeon, landed a bass weighGreenville on November 4. He will ing 18 1-2 pounds while fishing
also speak at the Ladies' Night ban- with a party out of Winyah Bay
quet of the Anderson Rotary Club at Georgetown last week-end. The
fish dressed 14 1-2 pounds.
on the evening of November 4.
I'll be satisfied and happy tc
While this was the largest bass
taken on the trip, it was a minnow spend my Christmas holidays at
for the doctor. He has a 42 pounder home.
to his credit, and a 37 pound giant
—Joe Sherman
taken at the same place last summer. He u~ fished out of Georgetown for a number of years.
Answer this and raise your grade,
Other members of the party were
Mr. Sam Duckett of Charlotte, Mr.
—Pershina
Graves Duckett of Central, and Dr.
H. M. Danie lof Anderson. Mr.
ed bass clarinets—his library George Lohr of Georgetown was In other words, keep your paws
divided into, three compart- guide.
off my table.

Dean Hudson HereForAutumnBall
Dean Hudson and his orchestra have been signed to
play for Autumn Ball November 14 and 15, Jake
Colvin, Central Dance Association president announced
today.
A series of two dances, a
Friday night formal and a
Saturday night informal, will
comprise the program highlighting a gala homecoming
week-end when the Clemson
football team plays Wake
Forest on Riggs Field that
Saturday afternoon.
All old grads and Clemson

friends are cordially invited
to attend the dances Colvin
has announced.
Long a popular orchestra at
Clemson, Dean Hudson and
his group will make their
fifth appearance here when
they play for Autumn Ball.
Their first appearance was in
'37. Hudson also played for
last year's Autumn Ball.
He is a favorite of college
and university students having starred at Duke, Harvard, Virginia, Washington
and Lee,
Clemson, Iowa
State, University of Florida,
University of New Hampshire, Simmons, Sweet Briar,

and the universities of North
and South Carolina.
Features with the band are
the Four Dixie Debs, a beautiful quartette of talented
young misses with a speciality for rhythm, charming
Miss Juanita Simpson and
handsome Jack Kimel as
featured vocalists, and the
Florida Clubmen, nineteen
voices, a Capella choir.
Hudson organized his band
while a student at the University of Florida and since
that time has grown steadily in importance to the music world. His band is the full
ensemble type, featuring mut-

ments, sweet novelty and
swing.
Colvin and the members of
the CDA are making arrangements to accommodate the
large crowd which is expected. The decorations will
be fixed so that as much
dancing space as possible will
be available.
Prices for the dances will
be announced later Jack
Klink, treasurer of the organization said today.
A full layout of the dance
sponsors will be run in the
next issue of the Tiger,

Hicks In Army;
Ward Prof Here
Mr. W. L. Hicks of the chemistry
and dying department of the textile department of the textile
school is on leave from Clemson
for active duty with the quarter
master Corps, United States Army,
Orlando Air Base, Orlando, Florida.
While Mr .Hicks is on leave, his
place is being filled by E. P. Ward,
Clemson textile graduate of 1937.
Mr. Ward spent one year with
Ciba Company of New York City,
and since that time has been with
the Gregg Dyeing Company, Granitville, S. C.

—McCarter
Psychologically speaking
twaddle.

.that's
—Waite

Bring pens and paper, and I'D
try to entertain you for an hour.
—Kinarc.
I've been in every place froi
Panama to Charleston, but nevl
in my life have I seen anythii
like the Lady in Red at the Centr
fair last week.
—Ea*nu
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The fourth week of the 1941
KISSING
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
Civilian Pilot Training
Program
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on circulaThe column this week will be de—oscar says—
—o=cyi- says—
has rolled around and we discov—that speaking of women, the
—that the uniform situation betion, comment, and general attitude of those who read The Tiger. voted almost exclusively to that
er that two cadets already have came acute last Wednesday night brunette (or red-head) who was in
grand past time of kissing. What is
completed, step one oi the Pri^ when some of the boys were' refused Townes Rawls' party at the rat game
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
kissing, and how should it be done?
mary course. Cadets Hoffman ana admittance to the sacred halls of interfered terribly with his (oscar's)
From a scientific and anatomical
flowers have received the requir- Columbia College without coats. concentration.
standpoint, kissing is? Others may
WrfEN CLYDE DEVINE
ed eight hou.-» dual instruction, "Shirts" was the uniform of the
Member
have different ideas on the subREPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING 8V
—oscar says—
OF OREGON STATE S/HI
have passed an examination in day when they left Clemson. Such
—that lots of the boys missed food
THE
OREGON
KICKER
National Advertising Service, Inc. Pissocided Golle&iaie Press ject.
Now as to the correct procedure
Civil Air Regvlations. and have fastidiousness.
dances by not staying in Columbia
College Publishers Representative
DR°P BACK TO PUNT
in this kissing racket, it may be
soloed. Bach of these men upon
Friday and Saturday.
■—oscar pays—
420 MADISON AVG,
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Distributor of
HE HOISTED A TEAMdone in a variety of ways. African
flying his ship the first time, lost
—that Clemson boys had more
MATE ON HI J SHOULDERS
—oscar says—
*.,«,.. ,„TM. u,M„a.. s.» „..«,»
Golleeiate Digest
Negro tribes smootch by sniffing
his shirt fa* and bought
Coca trouble getting into the rat game
—that Townes, Daisy, and Jack
JUST AS THE BALL,
one another, the Eskimoe merely
Colas for all students and instruc- than the Germans into Moscow, but out-sang a whole table full of CaroLEFT THE KICKEIW
rubs noses, while the Japs simply
tors who happened to watch his it was worth it after all. That was lina supporters at the Metro ThursTOE, ENABLING HI?
shudder at the thought of osculaPAL TO BLOCK THE
first solo flight. They will be fol- the worst handled gate arrange- day night. Every time the Gametion. All of these you must admit
KICK.' ALTHOUGH
lowed very shortly by other stu- ment ever seen. Several boys gave cocks gave out on the alma mater,
are not exactly condustive to sweet
THERE
IS
NO
RULE
dent pilots who are rapidly round- up and bought full-price tickets af- the Clemson trio did them one betWALTER s. MCDONALD.
EDITOR joy and ecasty.
AGAINST IT.'THIS If
HARRIS W. HOLLIS
_
CO.EDITOR
ing out the training required be- ter looking for the free gate for ter. (The manager didn't approve).
Agents X54 (Mable) and X55
THEONiyiWSTAMCeON
CO EDITOK (Lucy) of Limestone have uncoverfore being turned loose with an the better part of the first quarter.
C. B. LESESNE
—oscar says—
RECORD OF THE PLAY.
airplane.
BUSINESS MANAGER ed some interesting propaganda on
—oscar says—
GEORGE E. THOMPSON
—that the moon must have gotten
—that
the
senior
platoon
tried
-tARKY W. COKER
SPORTS EDITOR the kissing technique. This informthe best of "Father" Garrison TuesIt might be well at this time
hard to get off a good drill after day night down in Columbia, 'cause
to enumerate
the steps
of
ation was collected by a Miss MarJTJPREME COURT.
MILES R. HUNTER
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
the
nightmare,
but
he
(oscar)
counthe came in 'covered with war paint.
training incurred during this
garet Preston who seems to comJUSTICE
GEORGE F. GOBLET ..
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
ed seven extra men executing some
—oscar says—
mand a great knowledge of the subfirst eight hours of dual inCHARLES K. WRIGHT
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER ject. The kissing technique is as
—and
Lesesne's
handkerchief
of the movements. And every one
HARLAN F
struction. Since the parachute
O. DONALD MARVIN ....
.. CIRCULATION MANAGER follows—For gentlemen (presumof the thousand or so drunks on looked like it had been painted with
is
worn
during
all
flights,
the
STONE
J. M. KLINCK
RADIO EDITOR able) first:
the field was determined to out-yell a brush. And it wasn't Foy's color,
student is first told how to
WS EXPELLEDA
Breazeale.
either.
When kissing a girl lingeringly,
FROM MASS.ST.'
strap the chute on and how it
». L. BREELAND
_
NEWS EDITOR
—Oscar says—
—oscar says—
operates—jump
well
away
T. K. CRIBB
FEATURE EDITOR leave at least one nostril unrestrict-,
COLLEGE FOR
—that Johnny Hare is the oppo—that Carolina as a whole was
N FORTY YEARS' AT THE
from
the
ship,
count
to
ten
.L B. MANLV
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR ed. Remember that a lady must
ALLEGEDLY
HITTING
site of Morrison. When better first
darn nice about the thing.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS' DR.
breathe.
slowly, and pull the rip-cord.
JUDSON CHAPIN
FEATURE WRITER
—oscar says—
A PROFESSOR/ HE
sergeants are chosen, he'll make a
HARPER HAS ALWAYS WORM A
Be gentle. The "Big bad Wolf"
So
far,
no
one
has
had
to
—that
Ligon
will
learn
to
keep
B. A. CHESTOCHOWSKI
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR technique went out with Little Red
good pattern.
ENROLLED AT AMHERST
RED BOW TIE, THE -SAME TYPE
his nose out of funny places some
make a jump but knowledge
—oscar says—
WERE HE BECAME TRE MOST
OF JT-OES AND CARRIED AN
R. G. HUFFORD
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER Riding Hood and Gaiters. This is
of the operation of a paraday, but habit is sometimes strong—that he can't understand why
POPULAR MAN ON THE CAMPUf.
UMBRELLA/
C. R. DUNCAN
ADVERTISING MANAGER the era of "soft lights."
chute is important since the
er than discretion. The Central fair the Carolina traditional bonfires
Pencils, fountain-pens, and glass
L. T. RAWLS
ASSISTANT DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
was too much for him.
were out so early Thursday night.
student never knows when he
C. D. CROSBY
CARTOONIST cases should be removed from the
OSC'tl
t:H.VS
Usually they are kept flaming til
Will be required to use it.
S. T. ROWELL
CARTOONIST vest pocket.
—that Jeeter had his face washed dawn. Rumor has it that the rats
The student is next acquainted
Second hand alcohol has a nasty
<> with local air traffic rules in or- too, but he had to do it all over refused to keep them going. If it
W. B. CAMP, H. M. SIMONS
STAFF REPORTERS taste. You can't blame the wren i
were Clemson. and we had one such
der that he not unwittingly vio- again.
for chirping, "Lips that touch lik\
—oscar says—
\ late any rules wih would place
Distribution Staff: R. L. Allison, J. W. Chadwick, J. ker shall never touch mine," for <>
—that Lieutenant Brown ought to a long-anticipated victory, they
it does taste terrible. And, of course,
him in danger. He practics taxi- be the world's champion Bingo play- would have turned out or else.
E. Norris, L. W Salters, and F M. Young
—oscar says—
anyone who chews tobacco should >
ing or moving the ship
on the er by this time.
::
—that the relations between Carhimself to patting should- i:
ground, and then takes to the
<.
—oscar says—
Advertising Assistants George Montgomery, R. H. confine
ers.
<>•> tir whehe ht .ries straight and
—that Captain Farr and Major olina and Clemson are what all ini:
Parks, W. §. Jones.
Don't be wholesale ... At least
level flight, gentle turns
and Emanuel both profitttd by their ex- ter-collegiate relations ought to be.
TRY and kiss but one lady per eveand glides with the motor periences. Farr's shampoo was a Hard enemies on the field, but good
ning.
"Southern Hospitality" is no fable. We of Clemson are climbs,
cut of. Next comes
rectangular thing of beauty, in a general sort friends after the game.
—oscr says—
Don't kiss her where the neigh- in a position to know because we tasted some of that "real courses in which the student ihes
of way.
—that Frank Howard deserves lots
or her mother might peek.
After the game last week an individual who had placed bors
■—oscar says—
eight
hundred
feet
above
and
five
of praise for the teams he has
Never kiss a lady-with your hat hispitality" last week at the University of South Carolina
—that next time he bets that all
hundred feet to one side of the
his finances at stake only to have them swept away by an on—it's disrespectful and ample
turned out. Clemson can take a loss
the boys give all the girls plenty of
when
we
went
to
see
the
annual
State
Fair
classic
between
landing
field
This
is
practiced
hewithout firing the coach. He has
inspired Gamecock was heard to say "I think Coach How- grounds for a sound slap.
room.
Above all, don't ask for a kiss. Clemson and the University. Upon special invitation by cause in landing a ship, the pilot
a great future, as well as a great
Wifrd and the team sold Clemson down the river at the Any
—oscar
says—
self respecting lady would an- the university student body and the national leadership is required to circle the filed one
past and present.
—that
th
ecocky
little
be-rat
first
ie.'* He was not, and we're thankful for that, a Clem- swer NO a such a request. TAKE fraternity at Carolina, Omricon Delta Kappa, we Clem- time .observing this
rectangular
—oscar says—
sergeant Morrison crashed through
IT!
course all the way around.
—that the spirit in which Clem;>n graduate.
in
true
form
at
the
game
when
he
sons
used
that
institution
for
two
days.
The
creation
of
adKevocery
from
spins is
son took the loss was great to see.
Now that the men folk have been
It's the most absurd remark we've ever heard, and it taken
threatened to bust a sophomore for
—oscar says—Practiced in order that the stucare off, here is a little gen- ditional facilities to care for several hundred Clemson
asking
a
freshman
to
get
him
some
makes us wonder how supposedly intelligent people can be tle and good advice for the ladies. cadets required a whale of a lot of effort, a gesture which
—that three buttons and aU John
dent know what to do should
Coca-Colas.
And when the soph New is still a little pebble on a
so stupid. Frankly, it makes us mad as hell to have some
Three of man's senses should be was not entirely necessary, but none-the-less appreciated.
his P'ane ever start spinning
didn't tell him where to go he con- mighty big beach. He thinks he's a
accidentally.
Finally,
after
fair weather friend ride our bandwagon as long as we're appealed to in a kiss. You should On behalf of the Clemson student body I'd like to take
sidered it an insult to an officer. BMOC, but he ain't. And he dates
smell sweetly, feel soft, and taste
practicing take-offs and landon top and then pick us to pieces the first time the team pleasant.
Those stripes he wears are an in- snakes.
this means to express to the University of South Carolina
ings-including forced landings
—oscar says—
sult to every other first sergeant in
has a bad day.
If you are in the slightest danger our sincere appreciation for the wonderful treatment we
—the student is ready to solo
—that if Coker bought all the
school.
The school, the administration, and the boys were, are, of being kissed, remember NOT to received while on the campus.
provided his instructor thinks
keys he rates, he'd be so bent over
—oscar says—
wear errings, big hats, hairpins,
him capable. If not, the stuand will be behind the Tiger team whether they win, lose, wooley
—that Tiger Ball, if you can re- he'd look like a sergeant-major.
Our treatment on the grid-*
sweaters, crushable flowers,
dent must continue practicing
—oscar sayB—
member that far back, was little but
or draw.
oily lip
rouge, mascara, or or- iron, however, was a differ- capital letters to pick feaththe movements at which ne
—that if Willie Merrit, the Washsolid. More cute girls!
-*^We saw our big team play their hearts out in an ef- gandy dresses.
ent situation.
A situation ers NEXT YEAR.
ington, Georgia, flash, really can
is not proficient until the in—oscar says—
Don't get your lip rouge on him:
fort to win the game and we're proud of them just the either
structor gives his OK. Then,
—that the week-end was as dry take care of the three girls he has
P. S. There's an ancient
on lip, ear, or collar.
It very forcefully put. We were
and only then, is he allowed to
as the Sahara, or else he was fooled. invited up for Autumn Ball, he's a
same. We think that seven wins in eight engagements-is causes him to be the recipient of bowl-ed over (and this is no adage that goes something
fly a plane alone.
—that the Jungaleers were in their better man than Gunga Din ever
titters—and men can't take it.
a good average for anybody's team.
scoop) by an inspired Game- like
this:
"Little
boys
hoped to be.
The number of sutdents taking usual groove.
Don't
kiss
everybody
in
town—it
—oscar says—
This newspaper on behalf of the student body would
cock to the tune of 18 to 14. shouldn't play ■ with fire. the Advanced Course has drop•—oscar says—
gets around, and your kisses lose
—that it was funny to watch
We offer no alibis—we were They're liable to get burn- ped to nine. A heavier ship is that Dusenbury, Thames, and Gardiner
.v like to emphasize the fact that through hell or high water value.
stooging
for Milford at
flown in this course and acroba Claussen ought to learn that there's the concert Tuesday night. If you're
we're for the team, first, last and all the time. We firmly
Do, not think that a man's kiss is beaten fairly and squarely. ed."
a
time
for
everything,
including
tics are taken up in detail. It is a
a good boy, Walker, you might
believe that the Clemson team is the best one in the South a proposal of marriage. If you do, We are still confident that
you lose the little bit • of yardage
common sigtt these days to see a pooling, and that a pep meeting is rate next year.
we
have
the
best
darn
foot—one that can take a loss as well as a win.
A MELLAVAHESS
you gained on the play.
crowd of primary students at the not the place.
—oscar says—
says—
T. K. C.
Don't think it's Garboish to ruf- ball team in the South, but
—that Lester finally rates oscar,
The state fair week-end Anderson airport staring up into —that his—oscar
idea
of
the
lowest
type
fle the hair on the back of his neck. on Thursday past the Tiger
of pointed effort.
was a rough one for Larry the sky where an advancedd stu- of humanity is the girl who walks after weeks—oscar
says—
It gives him gooseflesh, nothing of just wasn't there.
dent is having the time of his into a game with a Clemson pen—that the rats were cruder than
Coker of this rag. He drove life rolling, looping and spinning
^embree Speaks—
which is less romantic.
I
sincerely
believe
as
do
Don't FLIRT!
Unless you are
his car home via Columbia. his ship. The other day, so they nant and walks out with a Carolina usual at the concert, and he for one
v
The Anderson Independent, always a staunch Clemson willing to take the kiss when it is a majority of Clemson stu- It all started when he went tell me, one of these dart-devils flag. And he saw two, well-known is in favor of a brigade pep meeton the campus, who did it.
ing.
supporter, is still behind the Tiger team in spite of the fact offered, it isn't square to invite it. dents that the present uni- to Columbia college to get alighted from his ship
looking
Don't forget boys and girls," Love versity student body is the
rather
the
worst
for
wear.
In
that the editors lost everything but the printing press on is the ONLY game that is not callhis date for the rat game fact, further rumor has it that he
best example of good sportsed on account of darkness.
the Carolina game Thursday.
Wednesday night at Melton suffered on that flight an ailWalter Winchell says that it is manship that I hav.e ever
The following editorial was clipped from the Saturday
claimed by doctors that a kiss is come in contact with, and as field and has take another in ment commont tdeep-sea travel.
morning edition.
order to get the first one He was not kidded very much,
more sanitary than a handshake.
"Needless to say, a great many citizens here" were sore- Winchell also quotes an encyclope- for me, if Clemson had to away from the place. That though, because sooner or later
ly dissapointed over the outcome of the Clemson-Carolina dia as saying that a kiss on the lose a 1000 football games it was bad. The next morning even the best pilots suffer from
forehead signifies respect and ad- could be to Carolina every
this ailment.
.game Thursday.
miration for intellect ... A kiss on time—as long as they con- the sister of the girl he was
Since the beginning of this year's
But, as the man said when he arrived home at 3 a. m. the nose shows awkwardness
to take to the Varsity game program we h&ve received letters
tinue
to
display
the
same
A kiss on the chin shows appreciwearing a barrel, "you can't win 'em all."
was in an accident and his from former students now flying
with Uncle Sam in the Army or
We still think that Clemson has a great football team ation for something ... A kiss on fine qualities of sportsman- girl couldn't
attend the Navy
the hand shows timidity and hom- ship.
Air Corps. The fine records
and that it will go on to prove it during the remainder of age ... A kiss on the lips signifies
game. Coker met a man and being made by these men can be
OUR TURN
love ... A short kiss, carelessness,
a hard schedule."
training
Since most of this column sold the ticket for the regu- credited partly to the
a long one . . . Passionate devoreceived right here at Clemson and
tion ... To kiss a man and get a is about Carolina and its con- lar price, but man said after one week in the near future this
hair in your mouth from his mous- stituents this is driected sole- buying the ticket, "You're a
will be dedicated to those
tache is a sign that you will die an ly to the two mutations who sucker, lad,
I would have' column
foremen Clemson men who
are
.—u The Tiger would like to reiterate its sentiments as old maid.
K. O. Couch (4) Easley, S. C. A
Earl Thrailkill (1) Saluda, S. C.
given you $6.00 for that doing their part in a big way.
originate
the
column
"ObMargaret
Fishback,
authoriss
of
You're darn right. I think the team good idea. Why not organize the
expressed in a recent editorial about the mode of dress of n'Safe Conduct" advises you gals jection Overruled" in the ticket."
would have a right to kick the way companies into cheering sections,
those in attendance at the concert programs at the field thusly.
While in the stands he lost ful.
lettln geach company have its turn
we acted at the Carolina game.
Gamecock. Last week you
house. We suggested then that since 2350 Clemson stu- "Close your eyes when being kiss- prayed for the miracle of a cits suit and coat from his
at really learning the yells?
On the way back Sunday
Joe Adams (1) Saluda, S. C.
dents wear formal attire, it would be proper and fitting ed, even if you do not have the power that beat Clemson. car—also bad.
W. D. Coughman (2) Columbia,
Yeah. We looked terrible against
his
fan
belt
broke
and
tore
a
urge
to
so.
It
is
the
standard
pracfor the faculty and campus folk to, in as far as possible, tice to appear to swoon. And there You've been waiting on "next
Clemson lost the game hole in the radiator, which the Carolina cheering section.
S. C. I don't think we need an orattend those occasions in evening clothes.
ganized cheering section. All we
is nothing more disconcerting to a year" for seven years con- and, therefore, Coker lost his
he promptly fixed by packClyde eWaver (1) Timmonsville, need is to support the cheer lefcdLast Tuesday night our suggestion was grossly ignored. man than to feel himself floating secutively to crow, and last shirt.
ing the radiator with cloth. S. C. Sure, you always get better ers more.
Several liberal minded faculty members complied with about on a pin-shelled cloud- with Thursday you crowed. We
When he got home his car This was fine for several results when you're organized. Evan angel by his side, and then to
our request but the majority did not.
George Sands (1) Rantowles, S.
erybody would know the yells then.
sneak a look through his eyelashes heard the noise. We'll let it was torn up and he had to
C. Yes, I do. We could get together
Maybe there is a super shortage of tuxedoes among the only to find her with both feet on happen once out of eight be- use the girl's car for the miles, but after a while the
Rufus
Henry
(4)
Clemson,
S.
C.
5aid members but from the looks of the formal bridge par- the ground. When your eyes are cause we thnik it's only fair, week-end dates and while movement of the unbalanc- It seems that we could have a rep- better with a little organization.
ties that have become a habit on the campus this news- open, you appear to think, whether and now it's our turn to pray there he traded for a "reas- ed fanshaft wore out the resented cheering section, without J. N. Frowein (4) Spartanburg,
there is a suitable thought in your
bushing around the shaft having to have an organized cheer- S. C. Yes, by all means. It would
paper would say not.
™™£r not U U not suitable to —brothers, we're praying in onably good used car"—aw- and the water leaked out. ing section. With such a section, give the team the support they re1HINK when you should be FEELit might even tend to lower the serve. The team likes to know the
The car got hot.
ING. Men like to think their kisses
cadet corps is behind them.
cadet spirit.
render you limp with emotion."
Coker was a long suffering
L. C. Hammond (4) Seneca, S. C.
Howard
Copeland
(2)
Newport
ADMONISHMENT
lad-he could bear up under
The Clemson Tigers have a great number of supporters
News, Va. I think we should have I think we should have one- because
Tempus fugit and times do
adversity.
The
final
straw
"and followers. One of the most consistent is Radio Station change. When mother was a girl
pep meetings often enough to teach it would help keep up th morale of
came though, when about a all the cadets the cheers, and then the players and help us to win.
WAIM of Anderson. The staff of this station has broadcast and went to college her mother
' »
mile from Clemson, his car later develop a group into a cheer- Melvin Gay
every Clemson football game for the last four years.
In kissed her goodbye and said, "Be
(3) Kershaw, S. C.
good dear," Now they just say,
ing section.
gave
out
of
push
water
and
Yes I think so. It would doa lot to
addition to this, WAIM has, since its birth, broadcast three Take care of yourself!"
he had to do the last mile on
Bill Lee (2) Charlotte, N. C. I elevate the morale of the team and
regularly scheduled quarter-hour programs from Clemson
Dear Tom:
Dear Tom:
Please enter my subscription for foot pushing the vehicle be- think it would work for the better- at the same time look mighty good
A voluntary, non-credit course in
each week, as well as "The Tiger Takes The Mike" proYou may be interested in the
ment of the cadet spirit. Incident- to the outsiders.
THE TIGER for the remainder of fore him. Coker wept.
personality development is clipping pasted just below.
This
gram. In behalf of the entire student body, the Administra- business
ally, the cheerin gat Carolina was
this school year. Since I don't reoffered in the business school of
"Swede" Stinstrom (3) Wauwas on the editorial page of THE member your rates, will you send
tion, and The Tiger, we say . . . Thanks, WAIM.
New York City College.
chula, Fla. I though we did have
At the game we ran across terrible.
ROANOKE TIMES, Roanoke, Vir- a bill with the first issue?
Tom McAlhany (1) Anderson, S. 2,300 men in the cheering section
In answer to requests for spe- ginia in the issue of October 14th.
In case your Inquiring Reorters a Carolina law student whose C. Yeah, because like we are now, already.
former alma mater was Wof- there's not enough noise made for
cialized information, more than 35 haven't
as
yet
reached
this
far
After their
disastrous ex"Happy" Bradsher (1) Florence,
000 "made-to-order" packets of lidown, you may be interested
in ford. He was the guy who the group that's there.
Traffic accidents, the most efficient of the grim reaper's brary materials were circulated in
perience with the
Clemson
S. C. Yes, of course. The cheering
knowing that there are quite a few said that in all his four years
David Walker (1) Anderson, S. C. now is terrible and with a cheering
weapons, have struck the Clemson student body twice in the last year by the University of Tigers Saturday, following a
Clemson men here in the Canal there the only football cheer
They put us to shame at Caro- section it would sound a lot betsimilar experience
with TuZone, both
with the
Panama
"trie last two weeks, each time claiming the life of one of Texas package loan library.
he ever knew was "Hold that lina. I definitely think we should ter.
lane's Green Wave a fortnight
Canal and with
the Army. Reour fellow cadets.
The department of tropical medihave one.
earlier, the
Boston College
member Benjamin "Red" Pearson? line!"
H. S. Hill (2) Timmonsville, S. C.
Week before last, Louis Harvard was killed on his way cine at Tulane University school of
He's with a Parachute Battalion
Eagles are about ready to adW. W. Sc ott (1) Ninety-Six, S. I think we should because we
back to school, and last weekend, Victor Phillips, a fresh- medicine is becoming one of the
mit that
it's perfectly true,
(the name of which is a military
Walt Taylor, Carolina sen- C. Yeah. It would make us sound sounded like a bunch of bums at
important in the world since
what they say about Dixie.
secret) at this post and just today ior class prexy, informed us a lot better.
man, was killed on his way to his home in Chester, Pennsyl- most
the Carolina game.
most European schools are closed
Did the Senior
Platoon go to was promoted to First Lieutenant,
vania.
because of the war.
W. G. Winn (1) Greenwood, S. C.
that
there
are
only
two
Joel Richardson (4) Elberton, Ga.
Boston? I saw them in Lynchburg temporary. "Louie" Citron I see
Yes, because you could hear the
The Tiger can only express its sympathy to the families
at the V. M. I. game and
their down at Kelly's Ritz in Panama newspapers in the United yells and the help the football team Yes, I think it's a good idea. All
Ninety-four
high
schools
are
repthe boys would be more familiar
of these boys, and make an attempt at the impossible task
He's with States better than the Tiger out.
resented by freshmen attending grand drill was equal in excellence City quite frequently.
with the yells, naturally making for
of offering consolation.
Charlotte Observer
Potsdam (N. Y.) State' Normal to the performance of the team on an Infantry outfit at Camp Par- —The
rFancis Bradford (1) Sumter, S. a better representation of Clemson.
the gridiron.
The
boys in the aiso.
We can and do, however, with bitterness in eur hearts, School.
and the Gamecock.
C. We don't get toegther as it is,
We'll be seein' you
when the
Platoon and on the team are inLee Turner (1) Birmingham, Ala.
Taylor wears shoes and half the time.
[fyack the utter thoughtlessness and carelessness that each
Organized yells give a team the
Chi-Teh-Wang, a young Chinese deed a credit to their school, their war's over.
recently
started
eating
with
^ar sacrifice thousands of lives in inexcusable traffic ac- aeronautical engineer, is pursuing State and their Country.
also
Thanks,
R. W. Coleman (3) Pamplico, S. support it needs, and they
a fork, but he learned how C. I think there's enough organ- show the opposing side we're becidents. We do not like to preach, but the needless death of graduate study at Rensseiaer PolyCordially yours,
James B. Earle,
hind our team 100%.
Staff Sgt., .Air Corps,
Lloyd B. Smith, 3
to play the guitar long ago. ization as it is now.
technic Institute
|wo of us within two weeks deserves a sermon

Telephone 5071
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Talk of the Town
By HARRIS HOLLIS

I

Our Team—The Best One We Know-

Do You Think That Clemson Should Have An
Organized Cheering Section?

A Second Request

Thanks Friend—

Tom Clemson

Death Takes Two—
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Dean Hudson, who with his accompanists, will furnish
the trimmings for Autumn Ball to be held here in
connection with the Homecoming-Wake Forest Game
two weeks hence.

Tiger Ball, held the last week-end before the State
Fair game, was an occasion in honor of the Senior
Tiger Staff. Shown here at the informal Saturday
night dance are George Thompson, Sis Nash, Larry
Coker, Sarah Morris, Tiger Editor Walter McDonald,

Sooky Littlejohn holding the Wilton E. Hall trophy
won bV The Tiger, Fanny Cowan, Harris Hollis, Caroline Nicholson, CDA Prexy Jake Colvin, Foy Brown
and Buddy Lesesne.
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Plenty Pep—Clemson rooters evidenced plenty pep, as
these Wednesday night shots will prove. Coach Frank
Howard, top, talks to the crowd in the outdoor theater
while the team look on. Bottom: At the rip roaring
barn fire, later, twenty-three hundred cadets cheered
gleefully, little dreaming of the disappointment to
come.

Tiger Ball goers were handed the unexpected treat of
hearing Miss Mary Emily Platt of Converse Saturday
night. Miss Platt was CDA sponsor for publicity man
John New.
/

Alpha Zeta "Worms" who will undergo a
brief initiation into this national honor
agricultural "frat beginning today are first
row, H. R. Linder, M. D. Watkins, E. M.
Johnson and S. F. Phillips. Middle row,

Officials at the game—Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, Senator Burnet R. Maybank,
Mrs. Maybank and Mrs. Poole were
among the 22,000 spellbound spectators

R. B. McDavid, J. B. Griffith, C. A. James
and J. B. Pate. Back row, G. W. Edwards,
C. B. Fellers, M. O. Berry, and W. J.
Lanham. Not shown are J. S. Courson, W.
R. Marsh, J. A. Nixon, J. H. Stevenson.

who witnessed the smashing upset
Carolina handed Clemson last Thursday
at the State Fair Classic.

Photos By Bob Hufford

A symbol of the times, this basic training plane piloted
by an Aviation Cadet over Randolph Field, Texas, races]
eastward in a power dive to mark its place in the
speeded-up Air Corps pilot training program. More
than three hundred of these rugged low winged monoplanes are in daily use at the Texas airdrome where
Uncle Sam trains 4500 student pilots annually.
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Navy Band Scores Hit With Crowd
In Second Appearance At Clemson
By DICK BREELAND
The United States Navy Band
repeated its triumph of last year
When it opened the second annual
Clemson College Concert Series in
the field house Tuesday night before an audience of more than 3,000 music lovers.
After a weak beginning with
Karl Goldmark's- "In The' Spring"
overture, the band warmed up with
its first encore ,the lively "All
Hands March," a medley of navy
tunes. The versatility of the group
Was displayed in Svendsen's jolly
"Carnival In Paris", which interspersed lively clarinet work with
slower measures from the basses.
"Darkey's Jubilee," a humorous
sketch complete with steamboat
whistles and bells, drew laughs
from the audience.
Homer Phillips, who played the
- trombone solo "Blue Bells of Scotland," by Arthur Pryor, brought
down the house with this and an
encore, "Somewhere a Voice is Calling." He played the second chorus
of his encore in swing tempo. His
perfect work with the trombone was
one of the leading features of the
entertainment.
Hosmer's "Musical Impressions of
the TJ. S. A." was truly magnificent, and was played as it should
have been. The basses and clarinets
alternated in performing the heavy
work. The themes of "Dixie" and
"Yankee ttoodle," appearing
in
the medley, drew applause. The applause continued for several minutes after the crashing finale.
The Band swung to an extreme
Im- q,n encore, really heating up
over a piece called "Boogie Woogie
Band". Solid is the only word to
describe the music that followed.
Philips played a low-down trombone to set the jitterbugs in the
audience wild.
The most popular number was
unquestionably:.the unexpected rendition of a Clemson fight song,
"Tiger Rah." The band had never
seen the music before, according
to Lieutenant Charles Benter, leader, but they gave an interpretation that could not be bettered.
A medley of Western songs,
"Co^|» Melodies," by Gould, combii^Brthe strains of "Home on the
" srSp" with "Bury Me Not on the
Lone Prairie" to achieve an unusually pleasing effect.
Eight members of the English
Royal Air Force, attending the con-

cert as guests of the Clemson senior class, were introduced to the
audience during intermission.
The second half of the program
was brilliantly begun with selections from the Victor Herbert opera "Natoma." The music described scenes laid in California in
Spanish colonial days, and mixed
the tango ryhtms old old Spain with
native Indian dances. As encores,
the band played two marches,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," featuring a trio of fifes, and "Anchors Aweigh."
All the warmth and vigor of old
Spain were woven into the magnificent "Capriccio Espagnol" by
Rimsky - Korsakov. Three movements of the composition were played, "Alborado," "Scene and Gypsy
Dance," and the lively "Fandango
Asturiano." The applause was prolonged for several minutes. Another
Souza march, "Semper Fidelis," was
played as encore.
Alfred Mickey, a young violinist
who was formerly with the Philadelphia orchestra under Stokowski,
displayed brilliant technique in the
difficult modernistic solo "Cubana."
The richness and zest that lie gave
to the music would indicate much
longer experience than he has had.
His encore, Drigo's "Valse Bluette,"
was enthusiastically received.
An arrangement of popular hits
of the year, including "Amapola,
"The Hut-Sut Song," "I Hear a
Rhapsody," "Georgia on My Mind,"
"Marie Elena," "Walking by the
River," "Intermezzo," "Daddy," and
the "Beer Barrel Polka," proved
the Band's versatility. "Southern
March,' a medley, was the encore.
Bach's splendid "Tocatta and Fugue in D Minor" drew a tremendous
ovation. The Band gave the work
all the depth of a full symphony
orchestra. The program ended with
the playing of the National Anthem.
In commenting on the crowd,
Lieutenant Benter said,. "We have
rarely played to a more receptive
audience. The enthusiastic applause
demanded excellent work from the
musicians. I hope that we will be
permitted to return next year."
Mr. Jules Brazil, commentator
for the program, praidse the audience highly. "They were unusually
repsonsive to the music's moods,"
he said. "We enjoyed playing for
them.'"

HEYWMD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

National Policy, Strikes, Other
Non-Campus Evils Affect Campus
By Uncle Walter

—Clemson's Nationally Famous Drill Platoon In Victory V—
Formation

THESE TIGER ADVERTISERS HELP MAKE THE SENIOR
PLATOON WASHINGTON TRIP POSSIBLE
FROM CLEMSON:

FROM SPARTANBURG:

Clemson Y. M. C. A.
Clemson Bus Station

Rufus D. Lewis Jewelry Co.
The Men's Shop
Palmetto Theatre
Greenwald's

Hoke Sloan
Royal Dry Cleaners
Dave Watson
FROM GREENVILLE:
Cochran Jewelry Co.
Hole's Jewelers
Davenport's
Stewart-Merritt Co.
Patton, Tilman & Bruce, Inc.

FROM EASLEY:
N. E. Marcum
D. F. Merrill
Easley Hardware
F. W. Whitmire
Frierson Drug Store
Milton King & Son
Home Electric Co.
W. M. Hopkins & Co.
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Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
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INCONGROUS
Strikes and . drafts are good
examples of the extremes in
stupidity that are allowed under the system of freedom of
everything. We love the freedom that our Constitution gives
us, but when certain groups
go so far demanding their
selfish rights that they jeopardize the very safety of the
great majority of their fellow
countrymen,
the
Federal
Government should step in and
eut down on the freedom that
allows this.
Drastic steps are necessary in
times of emergency. Certainly
this is an emergency. With the
Madman of Europe
running
wild in his insane lust for more
and more power no country is
safe.
STRIKES
The strike situation now existing is the worst example of
unintegrated national policy
that this country has ever seen.
Here the government is taking
the youth of the nation and putting them through a training
course in the armed service of
the nation at a base pay of
twenty-one dollars a month.
These men are making sacrifices, they are enduring hardships, yet they willingly go,
for their's is an ideal of service
to a cause— protection of the
rights won so dearly by their
forefathers. But while they are
sweating in their camps, the
unappreciative and selfish profiteers are holding up production by strikes whose sole purpose lies in their unending desire for more money, higher
wages. They don't see the changer that lies in Germany, the
almighty dollar has
blinded
them.to all but its value.
RENEGADE AMERICANS
Worse than the strikers are
the men who swear that they
are serving their country by
the air and newspapers with
their malisious
propaganda
that is clearly written in the
recesses
of
Hitler's
hide
away in Germany. Lindbergh,
the Hero, wearer of the Iron

Cross, and his America First
stooges, Father Caughlin and
His direct praise of Hitler, and
Senator Wheeler and his associates would not be permitted to live ten minutes after
making the subversive speeches they daily grind out, were
they in the Germany of which
they seem to think so highly.
The Honorable 'Senator Wheeler doesn't like Hitler, he says,
yet he says that Hitler won't
hurt us, when every person
of the smallest intelligence
must know deep down that Hitler has designs on us— that
his ambition is to conquer the
world. Yet these men are allowed to rave on in their UuAmerican manner.
They are the Benedict Arnolds of this generation. But
they are more powerful than
their Revolutionary brother, for
he was an undercover worker,
and they are operating in the
open, unhampered.
The firing squad is a good
answer for these men and their
policies. But if this is too radical for our squemish politicians, merely put them away
for a few score years. Maybe
they would be thankful for the
rest; that is, if the cell is
padded.
ROOSEVELT
It seems that a country composed of voters with sufficient
intelligent to recognize an emergency enough to break the
two term precedent for the
President of the United States
in re-electing Franklin. Delano
Roosevelt would also be willing to take more drastic steps
in intervening in the European
war. But this is more personal.
This would result in personal
hardships, economic hardships.
And our citizens aren't willing
to undergo this.
Mr. Roosevelt is on the right
track. Intervention, even
a
"shooting war" is necessary,
and at once, if the United
States of America is to contiue to stand as the safeguard
of liberty and democracy to
the Western Hemisphere.
"Dam the torpedoes!
Full
Speed ahead!"

MAYFALRGRILL
MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

WELCOME CLEMSON CADETS
You will find the newest and best men's wear at

HOKE SLOAN'S

AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
Arrow Shirts—Crosby Square Shoes—Botany Ties

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

PEPSI-COLA Is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City, New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company
of Anderson. S. C.

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY, Inc
• P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner.

Complete Line Of College Stationery,
College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties
On many of the defense projects encountered by the Bell
System, the work sheets — showing telephone facilities
needed and time allowed—would make a good, conservative
engineer's hair stand on end.
For example, take the Navy's huge new air base near
Corpus Christi, Texas, which covers 14,500 acres, includes 29
Separate flying fields and 481 buildings. Closely connected
with the base are Defense Housing projects for 1700 families.
Imagine the complex problems involved in planning telephone facilities for this new "city" where formerly there
were sand dunes—in obtaining and installing miles and miles
of wire and cable, switchboards, telephones by the thousand.
But telephone engineers and construction men took hold
—proceeded to shatter records—completed their huge task
in seemingly impossible time. For men with the "will to
" there's a real thrill in such Bell System work!

AGENCY REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Complete Line In Stock
$34.95—$54.50

Have fun-be friendly

$74.50

Terms If Desired

Treat yourself and
others to fresh-tasting
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
The Flavor Lasts

RADIOS . . .PRICED RIGHT
A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise Fos You To Select From
Students Checks Cashed ... No Exchange Charged
•

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
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age for a first down three plays before the first Tiger
score. A minute after he was hauled down by Gamecock Stacica, Payne passed to Soph Wingback Harry
Franklin who went the remaining distance to cross
the double stripe for a TD. The pass play covered 65

Here are two shots of the Tiger-Gamecock annual state
fair classic which Carolina won 18-14 before the largest crowd ever to see a football game in South Carolina. Above, our man Hufford caught Booty Payne,
Tiger star triple-threater, as he picked up enough yard

yards. At right, again it's Booty Payne, this time
■~ scoring the second and last Clemson tally on an off
tackle smash which carried for three yards. Note the
hole in the right side of the Carolina line also notice
the would-be tackier left sprawled behind the line of

scrimmage. Payne went over on the fourth, down
standing up. The upset handed the Tigers in this fray
was the first in the state and in the southern conference since 1936 when the Bengals of that season were
stopped by Furman 12 to 0.

Better Bengals Head For George Washington
• • •
• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Gamecocks Outplay Tigers In State Fair Classic At Columbia
Tigers Fail
To Click At
USC Fiasco
Pleying heads-up ball throughout, Carolinas scrapping Gamecocks handed Clemson's docile
Tigers a surprising 18-14 defeat
Since Carolina's "Upset" Gamecocks hung one on a before 22,000 unbelieving spectahighly favored Tiger team in the annual State Fair affair tors last Thursday in Columbia.
there have been explanations galore, offered, none of which The defending conference champions were unable to fend off the
seem to enlighten the situation to any considerable ex- passing
and running attack of the
tent. However, one explanation remains—the Birds won a Birds led by Soph Stan Stascia
justly deserved victory, the Tigers were outplayed. From and Ken RAoskie.
the start it was apparent that the Clemsons weren't on. The victory knocked a rude finish
the Tigers eight year reign in
Traditionally slow starters, the Country Gentlemen couldn't to
the Ttate Fair classic as well as
snap out, and never played the ball of which they are their four year undefeated record
in the Southern Conference.
capable and that they have shown all year.
Carolina's first tally came on
Maybe the law of averages caught up with the
a lightning-quick thrust of 66 yards
Bengals, maybe they weren't on edge for the battle—
in the first quarter. Stasica passwhateper the cause, the Gamecocks took advantage
ed to Blouin for 52 yards to set
up the score. On the run, he flipped
of the situation and dished out one of the upsets of
the touchdown pass 14 yards to
the year. We still think, however, that Clemson's TiRoskie.
gers of '41 are the greatest all-around team that' the
The second Bird score came after
school has ever put on the field. The Tigers lost to a
an exchange of punts. Roskie, on
the half-run,, passed to Elston who
good team, and you can watch them come back
made a shoestring catch and dived
stronger than ever this week against George Washingacross into the coffin cornor to
ton to prove it. This season marks the Colonials first in
score. The play caught the Tigers
the Southern Conference — they were admitted last
napping, Patrone missed placement
attempt.
Spring.
The third score was engineered
RECORD SMASHING
and delivered by Al Grygo. Grygo
South Carolina's Gamecocks broke a lot of Clemson ran for 16; reversed to Arrowrecords when they pasted the Tigers 18 to 14 in Colum- smith for 16 yards more, and
scored thortly afterwards with Clembia last week.
son trailing 18-0. First half statisIt was the first game Clemson has lost in the state tics give Clemson only two first
since 1936; it was the first Conference loss the Tigers have downs to Carolina's eight.
suffered since 1936; it was the first Clemso ndefeat of the The Tigers came into the second
fighting, but were unable to
current season; the first time this year Clemson has been half
get rolling because of costly fumheld under four touchdowns; the first time this season bles. Blalock started things with
Clemson's passes have gained more than the running at- a twelve yard endaround spurt,
tack;- and the first time this year fullpack Charlie Tim- but the attack bogged. In the closing minutes of the third quarter,
mons failed to punch over a touchdown (he scored two Payne
passed perfectly to Frankpoints by placement).
lin 30 yards away who ran 30
"FAIR" PUNTS
more to score.
In the fourth quarter, a Payne
In the depression of defeat (Clemson) and jubilance
to Timmons pass netted 17 yards,
of victory (Carolina) many of the 22,000 people who saw
but the march was short-lived, as
Carolina's great 18 to 14 victory over Clemson last
Leitner recovered a Timmons fumble on Carolina's 41.
Thursday overlooked the fact that they watched one of
Blalock picked up 10 more yards
the greatest kicking exhibitions in the history of the
end-around. Payne passed to Blaclassic. Clemson's Booty Payne, despite one 12 yard
locked who in turn lateralled to
boot that wobbled off his foot, average slightly over
Timmons who was downed on
Carolina's 15. Payne, attempting to
49 yards on ive punts. His other efforts measured 60,
pass, was hit for a 14 yard loss,
67, 63, and 45 yards each.
but on the next play he passed
TICKET SALES
to Chipley who was downed on the
An official announcement by the Clemson College 10 yard stripe. Two plays later
football ticket office today revealed that the number of "Booty" Payne scored on a well
quick-opening play. Timtickets now available for Clemson's games with Wake concealed
mons again converted. The drive
Forest and Furman number 3,000 and 500 respectively.
netted 80 pards, with only five
The Clemson-Wake" Forest Homecoming engagement minutes playing time left.
Gaining possesion of the ball,
on November 15th is expected to be played to more than
SClemson made one last valiant
16,000 thus setting a new home attendance record at- effort. "Booty" Payne faked a pass
tendance record at Clemson. The 500 remaining Furman and ran six yards around end.
tickets do not take into account the tickets on the Furman He next faked a kick and passed
to Joe Blalock for a gain of 30
side. These are handled by the Furman Athletic Associa- yards,
Blalock being downed on
tion.
Carolina's 24. Next, Payne passed
SPOi TS SHORTS, ODDS 'N ENDS, ETC.—Seen at to Butler for 5. His next toss was
Fair clash were former Tiger stars Shad Bryant and Roy grounded; as was his third. On
down, Payne tried desPearce. Bryant was a member of Cotton Bowl champs, and fourth
perately tto score on a running
now is playing a lotta pro football for Charlotte's Clippers play, but was stopped cold. Caroof the Dixie Pro League. Pearce, blocking back on last lina took the ball and played it
year's conference titleholders, is now in the army . . From safely until the final whistle a
later. Final score: Carolina
Red Canup we learn that Wister "War Horse" Jackson, minute
18- Clemson 14.
who played an end for the '39 Tiger team, was around An- So ended the Tigers eight year
derson the past week-end. After graduation from Clemson, monopoly. It was Carolina's day,
statistics show a total of 15
Jackson entered Uncle Sam's air corps arfd is now sta- and
Bird first downs to 9 for Clemtioned at Fort Benning. He says he likes the army and son.

gets a great thrill out of flying. His unit is to report
for duty in the Carolinas maneuvers in another week ...
Clemson's freshman team under "Rock" Norman and big
Ed McLendon seem destined for the state "rat" flag.
They've taken the Citadel, 19-6, and South Carolina 20-7
. . . Incidentally Coach Norman is well in the lead in the
selection of the winners of the outstanding games in the
south each week . . . We're all for this Carolinas Bowl
game to be played in Greenville come Dec. 6. This state
has been needing something like it for quite a while now,
kand we know it's gonna click.

Russell Sage College has added
11 new faculty members.
Willis Jacobs, 27, is the youngest Ph. D. on the campus of the
University of New Mexico.
Buildings and campus of Millsaps
College, Jackson, Miss., have been
renovated in a $12,500 repair program.

Tigers Again
Favored Over
GW Opponents

Carolina-Clemson
Game Statistics
Frank Howard, head coach.
STATISTICS
Clemson Ca,r.alina
1(1
6
1st downs, running
6
4
1st downs, passing
14
12
Total 1st downs
49
36
Runs from scrimmage
134 214
Gain from scrimmage
40
38
Loss from scrimmage
96 174
Net gain from scrim
15
'20
Passes attempted
8
10
Passes completed
129
225
Gain passing303
321
Total net gain
12
9
Number of punts
48 ,37
Punting average
12
12
Average punt runback
4
*'
Fumbles by
1
4
Fumbles lost by
11
b
No. of penalties
75
55
Lards lost penalties

In. a "Rebounding"
frame of
mind after their nightmarish 18
to 14 defeat at the hands of the
South Carolina Gamecocks
last
Thursday, Clemson. s big
Tiger
team is looking for the comeback
trail leading into Washington and
their next Southern
Conference
engagement with George
Washington Friday night.
The manipulative bengal offer se
that failed to produce the requirRan Gain
ed number of touchdowns
last
39
13
week for the first time this year Timmons
18
10
is being overhauled
completely Payne
11
4
with the starting backfield com- Franklin
4
5
bination of Booty Payne, Charlie Tinsley
1
Timmons, Harry
Franklin, and Sweatte
2
1
Claude Rothell, taking over block- Butler
24
2
ing duties for the injured Marion Blalock
Craig, straining to get
back in
Payne completed 9 of 16 passes
the travelling groove.
Even in defeat the Bl Tiger did for gain of 219 yards.
Tinsley completed one , of two
some---'pretty fair gridiron prowling against the Gamecocks, and passes for gain of '6 yards.
Timmons had one pass interfinal game statistics «Uowed a cepted.
net gain of 315 yards. A total of
Blalock had one incomplete pass.
219 yards were picked up through
the air lanes, to mark the first
Franklin received three passes for
time this year that
Clemson's gain of 78 yards.
ground offensive has lagged beBlalock received three passes for
hind the aerial thrust.
gain of 52 yards.
In direct
and
well-planned
Timmons received two passes for^,
workouts this week Coach Frank gain of 52 yards.
Howard is seeking to once again
Dickson received one pass for
coorinate the two into a touch- gain of 20 yards.
Chipley received one pass for gain
down-producing
unit.
Practice
schedule
calls
for scrimmages of 17 yards.
Butler received one pass for gain
Tuesday, Wednesday, lighter worK
Thursday, and peak game condi- of five yards.
tion for Clemson's only
night
from Belton, intercepts a Biddie pass to
game of the year Friday in GrifRats Win—As a preview to the big
stop a Carolina drive. Later Fisher
fith Stadium.
game Clemson's hustling freshman agWith three previous games havpassed to Cub end Rhea for the first
gregation outplayed and outscored USC's
ing been played by the Tigers and
score
to
tie
the
game
up
at
one
score
freshmen 20-7 on Melton Field WednesThe United States Navy Band
George Washington, the Colonials
apiece.
insured its popularity at Clemhave yet to emerge
victorious.
dav nite. Here, Rat tailback, Leo Fisher
son Tuesday night by playing
The first game, in 1933,
was a
"Tiger Rah" as one of its enscoreless deadlock, Clemson won
cores.
by 27 to 0 in 1938, and "by 13 to
Although the band had never
6 in 1939. The teams did not meet
seen the music for the fight
last year.
song before, they gave a rousing
Colonial offense will face a dethat captured the
Norman —McFaddin —Howard— Cox— McMillan termined Clemson forward wall performance
fancy of the cadets. The piece
with comeback inspirations
and
was played without announceAla
pounding out yardage over tackAla
Ala.
Ala.
Alabama-Kentucky
Ala.
ment, and Lieutenant Benter
les
George
Fritts,
John
Cagle,
Ga.
Ga.
Ga.
Ga.
grinned broadly at the immediAuburn-Georgia
Ga.
and Ray Hamer, and Guards Wade
Duke
ate recognition and applause
Duke
Tech
Duke
Geo. Tech-Duke
Duke
Padgett, Tom Wright and Footsie
that it drew.
L.S.U
Tenn.
L.S.U.
L.S.U
Woods
and
Ends
Joe
Blalock,
Bill
L. S. U.-Tennessee
LSU
Tulane
Tulane
Chipley,
and
Harold
Pierce
Is
not
Vandv
Tulane
Tulane-Vanderbilt
Tulane
Rider College, Trenton, N. J., has
likely to be as simple as it looked added a medical secretarial course.
U.S.C
U.S.C.
Citadel
U.S.C.
Citadel-South Carolina
., U.S.C.
last week.
U.N.C
State
U.N.C.
U.N.C.
N. C. State-U. of N. C
N.C.
This week the Tigers, defending
Va.
\
Va.
Va.
Va.
Va.
Conference champions, stand sevVirginia-V. P. I
Va.
Wm.&M.
Dart
enth in the loop ratings with two
Wm.&M
Dart
Dartmouth-Wm. & Mary .... Dart.
wins and
a loss, and
George
W.F.
W.F.
W.F.
W.
F.
Wake Forest-Marshall
W. F.
Washington, a newcomer to the
Opinion is again fairly solid on league, is in 13th place with one
) is riding high after having licked
By BOB MOISE
the Tulane versus , Vanderbilt af- tloss and one tie.
I
Tennessee
and
Georgia
on
conseThe smoke and
dust of battle
fair. Except for head coach Howhave cleared,
and the experts cutive week-ends.
Georgia's Bulldogs, victors over ard, Tulane is the prediction. The ! the Colonials from Williamsburg.
have been
checked
and double
big Green
Wave from New Or- i Dartmouth, three to two over W
checked. Of the
athletic brain South Carolina by a wide margin, leans is a "hot and cold" team this
trust who participated in the Tig- get the "hats off" sign from the year and is hard to foretell. Vandy & M.
Winding things up is another
er's first
forecast
poll, Coach Tigers over Auburn. Not one of is a team to be reckoned with, and
! unanimous selection.
It's Wake
the
five
participants
doubts
the
"Rock" Norman stands above the
the breaks may' decide
thjs one. j Forest over Marshall. The Deacs
rest. The "Rock" picked eight of outcome; Georgia, hands down.
Four-one, Tulane.
are atop of the crest of a decisive
the ten games correctly for
an
Duke is a 'four-one
favorite to
Coach Howard again stands alone victory over North Carolina's Tar88 per cent average.
One game urday. Only genial Frank How- as he picks the Citadel to turn the
.
heels.
ended in a tie. Close behind Nor- take Georgia Tech at Atlanta Sat- | trick against Carolina's
Gameman was "Goat" McMillan, Tiger rad strings along with the Ram- cocks. This is a resumption of the
backfield coach, with a 77% aver- blin' Recks from Tech. It's a pow- i Orangeburg Fair classic, and only
age. Both Coach Howard and line erhouse against a bag of tricks, and time will tell the outcome. Defeat
coach Walter" Cox guessed for a66% the Tiger staff has a great deal of j would mean a quick and rude deaverage, as did publicity man Joe respect for Coach Wallace Wade's j motion from "dudes to duds" for
Sherman.
methods.
the victorious Gamecocks.
Next comes an
all-out choice.
They're all set for another liveNext on the firing line is the L.
ly forecast this
week. Already, S U.-Tennessee fracas. Except for | "V" for victory and Virginia as the
there is a healthy spirit of com- Walter Cox, it's conceded that L. j Cavaliers take on Virginia Tech.
Opinion on the Dartmouth-Wilpetition among the coaches as to S. U. will pin back the ears of a
:
is divided.
their predictions. It will be inter- disappointing Tennessee aggrega- liam and Mary fray
esting for the cadets to make their tion. Coach Cox looks for the Vols Supporting the Yanks from HanNorman, Howown selections and
match wits to be on the comeback trail, how- ; over are Coaches
ever. Four-one in favor of Louis- ard, and Cox. In competition, the
with the experts.
who
handed .Jess
In the first selection of the poll, iana State,
I "Macs" of the staff,
McFaddin
Alabama is a unanimous choice to Neely's Rice Owls their 1941 de1
and McMillan, go
overboard for
sink Kentucky. The Crimson Tide feat.

Tiger Rah Is Hit
By Navy Bandsmen

Sports Forecast By Tiger Experts

BODIFORD'S
DRY
CLEANERS
We Give 50c
Per Hundred for
Coat Hangers

BALLS RACKET STRINGS
TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG
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Howard Burnette

Room 1-301
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Alumni Wanted By Production Management
Men From 30-55
MayGiief Defense
Work Positions
Clemson College authorities this
week received a letter from the
Division of Civilian Supply of the
Office of Production Management
urging the administration to help
them contact efficient civilian
technicians "to assist them in operating important civilian industries."
Joseph L. Weiner, deputy of the
Division of Civilian Supply, said
that the salary range will be from
$3,200 to $5,600, acqording to ability
and importance of the job. Weiner
especially asked the administration
to publicize among Clemson alumni
the Division's urgent need for engineers.
Here is the- letter:
Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, S. C.
Gentlemen:
The Division of Civilian Supply of the Office of Production
Management urgently needs
men to assist in operating its
important industry branches.
These branches are: Pulp and
Paper, Printing and Publishing,
Lumber and Building Materials,
Plumbing and Heating, Automotive Farm Equipment and
Transportation, Rubber and
Rubber Products, Electrical Appliances and Consumers' Durable
Goods, Industrial Machinery,

and State and Local Government Requirements.
We believe that you can help
us find men between the ages
of 30 and 55 who can serve this
division as industry specialists.
We need graduate engineers and
economists who have had substantial experience in the production and sales commodities,
machinery, etc., and who have
had public contact and can
carry on liaison work in connection with national defense
problems as they affect civilian
supply. Present employment
need not be a deterrent to applicants.
Above all, we want men who
will go all-out with us in the
gigantic defense task before us
—patriotic men who will work
hard and long, knowing that
with each ounce of effort they
put forth, the security of the
United States will be that much
strengthened. Salaries will be
paid according to United States
Civil Service Commission grading. The general range, according to the ability and experience of the individual and the
importance of the position for
which he is chosen, is from
$3,200 to $5,600.
You can help immeasurably
by giving publicity to our needs
in the alumni publications of
your institution, in your conversations or correspondence with
alumni, and in your contacts
with engineering societies or
any other groups to which men
of the caliber sought may belong.
Communications should be
addressed to Norris B. Gaddess,
Acting Executive Officer, Division of Civilian Supply, Office

State Presbyterian Student
Association Here Next Year
The South Carolina Presbyterian
Student Association will hold its
annual state convention on this
campus next fall, Professor Ben
E. Goodale, newly elected state
adviser and member of the Clemson dairy department, announced
yesterday. Clemson was chosen for
the 1941 convention site at the
state meeting held at Presbyterian
College in Clinton two weeks ago.
Edward L. Brooks, Clemson junior mechanical engineer from
Penns Grove, N. J., will head the
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Anderson, South Carolina

Association in 1942, succeeding Bill
Culp of P. C. as state president.
Other newly elected officers are
Emily Dillard, of Winthrop, vicepresident; Alva Cox, of Carolina,
secretary; and Julia Johnson, of
Lander, treasurer.
Walter M. Hobson, president of
the local association, carried a
delegation of twenty-two Clemson students to the convention in
Clinton, on the program were Professor Goodale and Dr. S. J. L.
Crouch, minister of the local
Presbyterian church.

of Production Ma*n a g e m e n t,
Washington, D. C.
We know that you will cooperate, remembering that the
need is urgent and time is
short.
Very truly yours,
Joseph L. Weiner,
Deputy Director,
Division of Civilian Supply.
William Lyon Phelps, Yale University author and lecturer, recently gave 47 new editions to the
Friends of the Middle Border treasury room at Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, S. D.
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Over Three Hundred Students
Enrolled In Textile School
Approxiamtely three hundred fifty students have enrolled for work
in the Clemson Textile School
this year. Three graduates of
other colleges (two from The Citadel
and one from Vanderbilt University) are taking special work in
textiles. During the past year
Dean Willis had approximately
three hundred calls for Clemson
textile graduates of varied experiences ranging from beginners to
managers of plants.
In many cases the school was
able to suggest men with the par-

Two Kent State 'Ohio' university men were ejected' from their
rooming house by an irate housemother one night recently. Unable
to contact the dean of men or the
dean of women, they phoned President K. C. Leebrick of the university as a last resort.
They spent the night as guests of
the president.
In Monson, Mass., 19-year-old
Robert S. Pay thoroughly disliked
the job of tending the coal hopper
on the family's stoker-fed steam
boiler. He perfected an elevator to
do it for him.
i
So what happened? He won the
Yankee ingenuity scholarship of $500
at Worcester Polytechnic institute.
Pay made his machine from an
abandoned ensilage feeder and parts
of an old grist mill. For power he
harnessed an idle gasoline lawn mo-

wer motor.

* * *

Popeye ha sattained academic respectability. Students at Rockford,
Illinois College are learning to sing
about the exploits of the sailor man
in Spanish. The tune found its way
into the curriculum through the help
of Professor Nicolas Percas, who first
heard the song in his native Spanish home, and then found it equally
popular in Venezuela, where he lived for two years before coming to
this country.
The Popeye jingle is part of Percas' Mirect method of introducing
Spanish to first-year students. A
fourteenth century folk song is also
in the repertoire of the Spanish
students and during the year their
instructor plans to teach the girls
other songs illustrative of particular
dialects used in different sections of

ADRIENNI AMIS
(star ef stage, scrten and radio) visits
many training camps in her job as
Chairman of the Entertainment Committee of the Home Legion. A carton
of Chesterfields is a mighty welcome
gift for the men In camp.

ticular type of training and experience requested; in other cases
the school could not suggest suitable applicants due to a shortage
of men. At present the school
has calls for some thirty of its
recent textile graduates with three
different large textile companies.
The school is unable to supply
them because it does not 'have
sufficient graduates, and because
many of its recent graduates have
been called on active duty with
the United
States Army as re
serve officers.

"Crazy House" To Be Presented
For Cadets On November 10 Here
"Crazy House", a three-act farce,
will be presented by the Little
Theater group in the college auditorium November 10 and 11, it was
announced this week by Sergeant
K. R. Helton, of the commandant's
staff, and president of the Little
Theater group.
"Crazy House", under the direction of Archie McDowell, of the
English department, is about two
hours of mad bedlam. The plot is
built around a family, which appears to be slightly unbalanced. A
mother who has been writing an
opera without words or music for
twenty years, surrounded by her
brood consisting of a son who is
officially termed as a "Health Nut"
whose chief form of expression is
riding a bicycle in the living room,
a daughter who decides that love
can wait until she has fostered her
natural talent for surrealistic
painting, and a younger daughter
who aside from being a brat spends
all her time smashing things with
hammers. Then, too, there is the
husband who is just plain henpecked. The family is in trouble;
especially Grandma who has spent

You'll welcome ice-cold Coca-Cola just as often and as surely
as thirst comes. You taste its quality, the quality of genuine
goodness. Ice-cold Coca-Cola gives you the taste that charms
and never cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,
buoyant refreshment. Thirst asks nothing more.
fplus tax

You trust its quality

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

C. K. HOOVER, MgT.

COMPAN S
ANDERSON, S.

I all her life entering contests and
never won a thing.
I "Crazy House" will be presented
I on two nights. The first, November
10, for the campus people, and the
second for the cadet corps on November 11.
The cast is as follows: Mrs. Aspasia Beldinker, played by Mrs.
Jean Wiggington; Bee Beldinker,
Miss Eemer Lindsay; Sue Beldinker, Caroline Tarrant; Laura, the
maid, Miss Rose Craig; Grandma
Dimity, Mrs. Ed. Calkins; Asy Beldinker, Cadet Judson Chapin; Jonathan Q. Pypuss, a salesman, Sergeant K. R. Helton; Dick Charles,
the love interest, Cadet Aiken
Mays; Suzy Kloppenhauer, a wandering Miss, Miss J. G. Bougard;
Launcelot Beldinker, head of the
family, Eugene Jenkins; Peter G.
Pillup, a sales manager, Cadet J.
C. Hubbard.
Professor R. E. Ware is the stage
manager, Mr. Ed Calkins has charge
of the electrical apparatus, Miss
Helen Morrison has charge of ticket
sales, and the make-up committee
includes Mrs. R. E. Ware and Miss
Lucille Cook.

t Follow the lead ofAdrienne Ames and send
j the men in the camps the cigarette that's
(. Definitely MILDER and BETTER-TASTING
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ade 'or vour pl«osure anc* convert nience... from their fine, rightly blended
tobaccos to their easy-to-open cellophane jacket that keeps Chesterfield
always Fresher and Cooler-Smoking.
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DOBBS HATS MANHATTAN SHIRTS
ANDERSON'S FINEST

emson Cadets

Everything about Chesterfield

s m

%

%m

Buy a pack and try them.
You're sure to like them because the
big thing that's pushing Chesterfield
ahead qll over the country is the
approval of smokers like yourself*

IN UNIFORM
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

-''■:

INC.

Admitted FREE

MAI N AT EARLE ST.
"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

TOBACCO CO.

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . ..

TO THE

ANDERSON COUNTY

FAIR
AND GEORGIA'S GREATEST ANNUAL EVENT!
(

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS

I

Airplane, Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
Supplies, Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries
i

The Anderson Hardware Co.
TWO STORES

CLEMSON Y.M.C.A THEATRE
Oct. 30: "Aloma of South Seas"—Dorothy Lamour.

The Clemson College Laundry

ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH
COME ON OVER, BOYS, AND ENJOY CAROLINA

Copyright 1941,
LlCCKTT & MrEM

Anderson, S. C.

Oct. 30-31: "She Knew All the Answers"-Franchot Tone
Joan Bennett.
Oct. 31-No. 1: "Here Comes Mr. Jordan"-R. Montgomery.
No. 1: "They Met in Bombay"-Clark Gable.
Nov. 3-4 "That Hamilton Woman"—Vivien Leigh.
Nov. 3-4: "International Squadron"-R. Regan.
Nov. 5-6: "Ladies In Retirement"-lda Lupino.

